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faculty of arts and social sciences - stellenbosch university - arts and social sciences accuracy, liability
and changes stellenbosch university has taken reasonable care to ensure that the information chapter 4
current approaches and teaching methods ... - syllabus: similar to programme, it contains what is to be
taught with a clear reference to selection and grading of content. strategies: learning strategies are those
procedures used by the learner in order to cope with the problems faced. the knowledge of these “attack
plans” is supposed to be taken to the classroom so that they become a new resource to make teaching work.
history and origin of targum jonathan - 2 1. definition of the problem, relevance targum jonathan
(henceforth tj) is the standard jewish aramaic translation of the biblical books of joshua, judges, samuel and
kings (the so-called former prophets), and isaiah, a jewish targum in a christian world: an encounter the latin translations of targum samuel (dr. eveline van staalduine-sulman, postdoc researcher, 0,4 fte, 4
years) investigates the five extant manuscripts and editions including a latin translation of the targum text, in
order to conclude how the jews explained their text to heraldic description the coat of arms consists of a
per ... - 1 heraldic description the coat of arms consists of a per fess (divided) short shield coloured with azure
(blue) and sable (black). the shield is charged (decorated) with a rising sun and an
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